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look younger 
and feel healthier
due to the revolutionary 
KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment
100 % pure water - no additives

KOLLER MILK O2 TREATMENT



Taking a bath in our enriched  
oxygen water will leave you feeling more  

youthful and vibrant than ever before.



Oxygen offers the beauty of youth-
fulness. Oxygen fights free radicals 
in the skin which are responsible for 
aging. It triggers the production of 
collagen that is a firming and skin 
tightening natural skin agent.

The fountain of youth - 
the signs of aging belong to the past

Advantages:  
wrinkles reduced, fine lines dimi-
nished and age spots lightened. 
Thus, the skin regains its youthful 
appearance.



Also for men  
KOLLER MILK



Just like oxygen acts as a fire extinguisher to your anxiety, 
it can also act somewhat the same for your skin!

Oxygen is essential for life,
including your skin

One of the best anti-inflammatories for skin is oxygen! 
Additionally, oxygen is amazingly beneficial for your cells.



Just like oxygen acts as a fire extinguisher to your anxiety, 
it can also act somewhat the same for your skin!

KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment  
When the oxygen level in the cell decreases, the cells will start 
to decay, and soon die. Oxygen increases cell metabolism, 
which escalates the production of new cells. The more oxygen 
your skin obtains, the more energetic your skin will appear.

One of the best anti-inflammatories for skin is oxygen! 
Additionally, oxygen is amazingly beneficial for your cells.





So why does oxygen work to make our skin smoother and softer?

The theory behind oxygenated beauty is that we all need  
oxygen for survival. 

Oxygen is what revives and replenishes the cells in our body. 
However, due to the pollutants in our environment today, our 
oxygen content has been greatly reduced. It is also a fact, that 
as we age, oxygen does not reach our skin cells as efficiently, 
which is what leads to the aging process.

If you want beautiful, glowing, clear skin then you need  
KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment.

A 20-minute bath cycle in our oxygen enriched 
bath is enough for results that convince.



KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment is the  
fountain of youth for body and soul

Your biological clock is set 
backwards by years



This bath will give you a wellness treatment like no other!  
Tiny oxygen rich microbubbles will cover you in a silk  

blanket leaving you feeling rejuvenated.

Your skin will feel fresh, clean and moisturized. 

Not only is oxygen applied to your skin, you also  
inhale an infusion of negative charged ions which  

are known to improve serotonin levels in the brain.

As a result, you will feel a deeper relaxation 
and a better well-being.



with 2 jets and a small pump

-  for bathtubs up to approx. 400 litre

-  max. water level height 40 cm

-  multistage pump and pump housing made of 
stainless steel

KOLLER MILK 2-Jet-System set price
visible parts of plastic  Price on request 
visible parts of brass  Price on request 
visible parts of stainless steel Price on request 

with 4 jets and a big pump

-  for tubs between a capacity range of 400 -  
approx. 800 litre, larger tubs possible, faster  
milk result accomplished with smaller tubs

-  multistage pump and pump housing made of 
stainless steel

KOLLER MILK 4-Jet-System set price
visible parts of plastic  Price on request 
visible parts of brass  Price on request 
visible parts of stainless steel Price on request 

The new revolutionary KOLLER 
MILK System is now available  
in 2 different versions:

KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment



-  proper functioning is only  
guaranteed when using  
ORIGINAL KOLLER products

-  no adjustment work needed: 
build together - connect-enjoy 
KOLLER MILK!

-  integrated sound absorber in 
generator

-  visible parts in flatline model 
chrome-plated brass or stainless 
steel (V4A)

-  stepless transitions within the 
system therby avoding residual 
water inclusions

-  system automatically drains by 
itself when emptying the tub, 
using a KOLLER drain and over-
flow set with integrated residual 
water drainage system

-   perfectly combinable with all 
whirlpool systems

-  100 percent pure water,  
no additives



Pleasure awaits you... KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment:

140 sec.

START 10 sec. 20 sec.

60 sec.  
Whisper blower

START 100 sec.

with 2 jets and a small pump



Pleasure awaits you... KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment:

220 Sek.  
Whisper blower 

STOP180 sec.
260 sec.  

milk still visible

30 sec. 40 sec. 50 sec.

INNOVATION:   Enjoy KOLLER MILK O2 Treatment and 
Whisper Massage both at the same time!
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